
 

HALauncher is a software utility that gives you the possibility to configure keyboard shortcuts for quickly launching installed or
portable applications. It features intuitive options that can be configured with ease by all types of users, even the ones
inexperienced with such tools. Easy installation and systray integration Installing this app shouldn't take long, since there are no
special options involved. Once launched, HALauncher gets integrated into the system tray to facilitate quick access to the
configuration panel while enabling you to proceed with your typical desktop activity without any interruptions. Assign keyboard
shortcuts for running tools easily It's possible to set up hotkeys for up to 100 programs. This can be done by indicating their
executable files and making a combination of two, three or four keys. All changes can be applied with the click of a button, and
the tool can get minimized to the systray while remaining active. In addition, you can clear all hotkeys with one click to remap
all commands, as well as ask the program to start minimized and automatically run at every Windows startup until further
notice. The GUI language can be changed too. Evaluation and conclusion The software product worked smoothly in our testing
while remaining light on system resources consumption. It didn't put a strain on the overall performance of the machine, running
on a low amount of memory and CPU. We haven't had any compatibility issues with the latest Windows edition in our
evaluation. To wrap it up, HALauncher is a practical and easy-to-use application that gives you the possibility to seamlessly
launch installed or portable tools by customizing keyboard shorcuts available at a global level. It's lightweight and free, geared
toward all types of users looking for various methods to boost their productivity on the computer while working or studying.
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BitsFont is an advanced tool for working with bitmap fonts. It can not only create, edit and convert bitmap fonts, but also allows
you to apply various effects to your images as well as to apply additional font properties to your images. This software also
provides the ability to generate the right format for your document as well as to view, edit and convert between different bitmap
font formats. KEYMACRO Features: - Provides a professional set of tools to create, edit and convert bitmap fonts - Is capable
of creating bitmap fonts, generating a document in the desired format, modifying and editing bitmap fonts, and applying special
effects to your bitmap fonts - Offers a complete set of tools to create, edit and convert various bitmap font formats and to apply
special effects to your bitmap fonts - Provides the ability to generate a document in the desired format, modify and edit bitmap
fonts, and apply special effects to your bitmap fonts - Can be used for creating bitmap fonts from a collection of images or for
manipulating bitmap fonts, - Supports all fonts found in the default Windows installation - Can perform transformations on
outlines (moving the baseline, scaling, rotating and shearing the font), - Supports TrueType, Postscript Type 1, PDF, EPS and
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Windows bitmap fonts, - Supports normal, bold, italic and bold italic fonts - Can be used to generate a document in various
formats, as well as view, create and modify your bitmap fonts, - Can be used to generate a document in various formats, as well
as view, create and modify your bitmap fonts - Allows you to apply special effects to your bitmap fonts, - Allows you to convert
between a variety of bitmap fonts formats, - Allows you to save your bitmap fonts in all standard bitmap fonts formats, - Allows
you to apply various special effects to your bitmap fonts, - Allows you to convert bitmap fonts from a variety of font formats, -
Allows you to apply various special effects to your bitmap fonts, - Allows you to create bitmap fonts from a variety of images, -
Allows you to change the size, position and orientation of your images, - Allows you to import images from various sources, -
Allows you to generate a document in various formats, - Allows you to import images from various sources, - Supports a variety
of file formats (TTF, PFA, PFB,
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